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Abstract This paper proposes a video scene retrieval algorithm based on emotion. First,
abrupt/gradual shot boundaries are detected in the video clip of representing a specific story.
Then, five video features such as “average color histogram,” “average brightness,” “average
edge histogram,” “average shot duration,” and “gradual change rate” are extracted from each
of the videos, and mapping through an interactive genetic algorithm is conducted between
these features and the emotional space that a user has in mind. After the proposed algorithm
selects the videos that contain the corresponding emotion from the initial population of
videos, the feature vectors from them are regarded as chromosomes, and a genetic crossover
is applied to those feature vectors. Next, new chromosomes after crossover and feature
vectors in the database videos are compared based on a similarity function to obtain the most
similar videos as solutions of the next generation. By iterating this process, a new population
of videos that a user has in mind are retrieved. In order to show the validity of the proposed
method, six example categories of “action,” “excitement,” “suspense,” “quietness,”
“relaxation,” and “happiness” are used as emotions for experiments. This method of retrieval
shows 70% of effectiveness on the average over 300 commercial videos.

Keywords Emotion-based Retrieval . Video scene retrieval . Commercial video retrieval .

Interactive Genetic Algorithm (IGA)

1 Introduction

A variety of data available in the image and video format are being generated, stored,
transmitted, analyzed, and accessed with advances in computer technology and communi-
cation network. To make use of these data, an efficient and effective technique needs to be
developed for the retrieval of multimedia information. This paper proposes an emotion-based
video scene retrieval algorithm dealing with the retrieval of video based on their contents.
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In the earlier days, most related systems used a text-based approach [16, 22]. However,
because of the burden of manual indexing and the subjectivity of data contents, the content-
based retrieval method that indexes data automatically by a computer became popular. This
approach retrieves data based on color, texture, shape, or spatial relationship of objects
within the image/video [1, 5, 11, 18, 20, 24, 35, 36]. For images, techniques of image
processing, pattern recognition, and computer vision are frequently employed for that
purpose. For videos, techniques of shot boundary detection, key frame extraction and
clustering, and feature extraction were generally used [12, 15, 29, 33, 37–39].

Contrary to the expectation of good results, however, the low-level information such as
color, texture, shape, etc did not capture sufficiently semantic information that people had
in mind. For example, when a user want images/videos with blue sky, the use of color
features would retrieve blue sea as well as blue sky. Furthermore, it is hard to differentiate a
plane from a bird in the sky through current computer vision technology. Hence, it is
important how to extract semantic information and employ it for retrieval [10, 19, 23, 31,
32]. Object segmentation and learning [19], classification based on Bayes’ theorem [31,
32], and relevance feedback [10, 23] have been frequently exploited for that purpose.

Representation of emotions with visual medium is very important. Many posters and
movie previews are designed to appeal to the potential customer by containing specific moods
or emotions. Hence, emotion-based retrieval would be one of the essential applications in the
near future. Yet the related studies associated with the computer vision are still in infancy.

Several researchers have studied retrieval methods based on emotion [7–9, 27, 30]. In
[7], based on wavelet coefficients, gloomy images were retrieved through feedbacks called
interactive genetic algorithm (IGA). This method, however, is limited to differentiate only
two categories, gloomy images or not. In a similar approach, Takagi et al. [27] designed
psychology space (or factor space) that captures human emotions and mapped those onto
physical features extracted from images. Also, IGA was applied for emotion-based image
retrieval. Based on Soen’s psychological evaluation of color patterns [25], Um et al. [30]
proposed an emotional model to define a relationship between physical values of color
image patterns and emotions. It extracted color, gray, and texture information from an
image and input into the model. Then, the model returned the degree of strength with
respect to each of 13 emotions. It, however, has a generalization problem because it
experimented on only five images and could not be applied to the image retrieval directly
since, for image retrieval, an emotion keyword should be presented first as a query, and
then images with the presence of the associated emotion are retrieved (Um’s model has a
reverse procedure). Moreover, the above methods [7, 27, 30] deal with only images, not
with videos that would be handled here in this paper.

Based on the color theory of Itten [14], Colombo et al. [8] retrieved art paintings from
Renaissance and contemporary eras by mapping expressive and perceptual features onto
emotions. It segmented the image into homogeneous regions, extracted features such as
color, warmth, hue, luminance, saturation, position, and size from each region, and used its
contrast and harmony relationship to other region for capturing emotions. However, it was
designed for art painting retrieval only. Authors also proposed emotion-based retrieval
method for video case. Based on the semiotic category, commercials are classified into four
emotions of utopic, critical, practical, and playful [8, 9].

Audio-based retrieval with relation to emotions is also found in several studies [6, 21,
28]. In [28], audio information in the form of prosody features is extracted to describe the
emotional content of audio files. In [21], music retrieval is performed by so-called query by
humming approach. Most recently, in [6], audio information as multi-modal approach is
surveyed for video indexing purposes.
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So far, the researches on multimedia retrieval in terms of emotion are very few (in
particular, for video case). In this paper, we propose a new emotion-based video retrieval
method that uses emotion information extracted from a video scene. The proposed method
retrieves video scenes that a user has in mind through the evolutionary computation called
interactive genetic algorithm. In the preprocessing step, for each database video, video
shots are detected and a key frame is selected from each shot, and from the key frames
among all the shots, the features that describe emotional content are extracted such as the
average color histogram, average brightness, average edge histogram, average shot
duration, and the gradual change rate. These features are encoded as a chromosome and
indexed into the database. For all the database videos, the above procedure is repeated. For
retrieval, an interactive genetic algorithm is exploited that performs optimization with the
human evaluation. The system displays 15 videos, obtains a relevance feedback of the
videos from a human, and selects the candidates based on the relevance. A genetic
crossover operator is applied to the selected candidates. To find the next 15 videos, the
stored video information is evaluated by each criterion. Fifteen videos that have higher
similarity to the candidates are provided as a result of the retrieval.

The IGA is different from the well-known genetic algorithm (GA) in that a human being
is involved as a fitness function. Since retrieving videos that a user has in mind depend on
personal preference, IGA is a technique suitable to emotion-based video retrieval.
Moreover, the proposed method is not limited to specific emotions (utopic, critical,
practical, and playful) of Colombo et al. [8, 9], providing a more general retrieval
mechanism through IGA. The overall retrieval procedure is described in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 The proposed method
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2 Shot boundary detection

A video consists of many still frames, which are compressed by spatial–temporal
information. For the emotion-based scene retrieval, we have to segment a video into shots,
and choose key frames and extract meaningful features from the shots, which capture a
specific emotion (mood) of the video. As in Fig. 2 and Table 1, a video is constructed
hierarchically in the form of video/scene/shot/(key) frame from top to bottom-levels.

In general, shot boundaries are detected for two cases: the abrupt transition called cut
and the gradual transitions called fade-ins, fade-outs, or dissolves. For shot boundary
detection, we use the correlation coefficient of gray-level histogram and edge histogram of
our earlier investigation [34].

2.1 Correlation sequence using gray-level histogram

Let mlk and σlk be the average and variance of the gray-level information in the kth frame.
The gray-level inter-frame correlation between two consecutive frames k and (k+1) is
obtained as follows:

SLIFC k; k þ 1ð Þ ¼

PH�1

i¼0

PW�1

j¼0
Xlk i½ � j½ � � mlkð Þ Xl kþ1ð Þ i½ � j½ � � ml kþ1ð Þ

� �

σlkσl kþ1ð Þ
�1 � SLIFC k; k þ 1ð Þ � 1

ð1Þ

Fig. 2 Hierarchical structure of
video

Table 1 Terminology of video

Terminology Meaning

Shot A sequence of frames, which is generated during a continuous camera operation (that is,
between record and stop)

Key frame Frame that contains the most important information in the shot. According to the complexity,
one or two frames are chosen from the shot. In this paper, the first frame of the shot is
selected as key frame

Scene Assembly of neighboring shots that have semantically common events or story.
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where W and H are the width and height of a frame, and Xlk[i][j] is the gray-level of (i, j)
coordinate in the kth frame.

2.2 Correlation sequence using edge histogram

The use of gray-level information only for detection purpose would lead to false
detections when abundant variations of gray-levels occur in the similar frames. Thus,
the edge information from a frame is also used. First, Canny edge detector [35] is
applied to a frame. Then, the number of edges is acquired in each 3×3 uniform rectangular
region of the frame. Take the number of edges in each region as histogram bin values in that
frame. Let mek and σek be the average and variance of the number of edges in the kth frame.
The edge inter-frame correlation between two consecutive frames, k and (k+1), is obtained
as follows:

SEIFC k; k þ 1ð Þ ¼
P8
i¼0

Xek i½ � � mekð Þ Xe kþ1ð Þ i½ � � me kþ1ð Þ
� �

σekσe kþ1ð Þ
�1 � SEIFC k; k þ 1ð Þ � 1 ð2Þ

where Xek[i] is the number of edges of the ith region in the kth frame.

2.3 Integrated correlation

Finally, two correlations are integrated for detection purpose.

SIFC k; k þ 1ð Þ ¼ wlSLIFC k; k þ 1ð Þ þ weSEIFC k; k þ 1ð Þ ð3Þ

where wl and we are the weights for relative importance between the use of gray-levels and
edges, and are subject to wl+we=1.

2.4 Abrupt and gradual detection

A basic detection mechanism is similar to the research [15]. We consider a current frame as
an abrupt shot boundary frame when it is sufficiently different from a previous frame, and a
current frame is considered as a gradual shot boundary frame when it is sufficiently
different from a previous shot boundary frame. The criterion of deciding the sufficient
difference is based on the inter-frame correlation. This scheme is described in Fig. 3. The
algorithm uses two thresholds for detection purposes (threshold t1 for abrupt boundary and
t2 for gradual boundary).

Detection processes are as follows: The correlation between the previous frame (p) and
the current frame (c) is computed using (3), and compared with the predetermined threshold
t1 for abrupt detection. If this correlation is lower than t1, an abrupt shot change is declared.
If not, the current frame (c) is compared with the previous shot boundary frame (b) (if
previous shot boundary frame does not exist, the first frame of video is considered as a
default shot boundary frame). If the correlation between (c) and (b) is lower than a
predetermined threshold t2, a gradual shot change is declared. Otherwise, the shot boundary
is not declared, and the current frame (c) is set to the previous frame (p). Then the above
process with the next frame is repeated until the end of the video frames.
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It requires so much computational costs that the above procedure is applied to every
consecutive frame. To reduce the cost, we have reduced temporal resolution by sampling
every 15 frames instead of every frame. Since videos are used to have temporal
redundancies, it is reasonable to reduce the temporal resolution for detection purpose.

3 Feature extraction

To retrieve video scenes with the presence of specific emotion, the features for representing
scene content effectively should be extracted. For that purpose, the shot boundaries in the
scene are detected, the key frames in each of shots are chosen, and the features from each
key frame are extracted to represent the scene content. In this research, visual content such
as color, gray intensity, and edge information and visual rhythm such as shot duration in
time and the ratio of the number of gradual boundaries among total number of shot
boundaries are used for describing features.

To represent emotional content of a shot, feature extraction is performed from a single
key frame rather than all the frames in a shot, because in our experiments two methods did
not yield a prominent difference for the system performance. Furthermore, feature
extraction using the information of all the frames could cause high computational overhead.

3.1 Average color histogram

Traditionally, color is one of the basic attributes to represent video content. It has been
successfully used in content-based image/video retrieval for a long time. This attribute
could be used effectively to describe a specific emotion. For example, the images with
“warm” sensation tend to have much of red colors. The images with “cold” sensation tend
to have much of blue or cyan colors. Also, the “action” videos contain red or purple colors
and the videos with “quietness” sensation contain blue, green, and white colors [8].

In our method, for describing the color in a shot, we first extract an RGB joint histogram
from a key frame and multiply the value that each RGB joint histogram bin has by the

Fig. 3 Diagram of shot boundary detection
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number of frames within the shot. Then, by applying the above procedure to every shot
within a scene and dividing it by the total number of frames, we obtain the average color
histogram in the scene as follows.

AvgHRGB i½ � ¼
P
k
Hk

RGB i½ � � ShotLength k½ �
NT

; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; :::26 ð4Þ

where HRGB[i]is the i
th bin value of 27-dimensional joint RGB histogram (each of R, G,

and B channels is equally quantized, i.e. 3� 3� 3) in the key frame of the kth shot,
ShotLength[k] is the length of the kth shot, which is denoted in the number of frames, and
NT is the total number of frames within the scene.

3.2 Average brightness

In general, people feel light and happy from bright images. Contrarily, people tend to feel
hard, heavy, and gloomy from dark images. In videos, the scenes with “quietness” tend to
have bright tones. Therefore, we include an average brightness within a scene for
describing a feature.

AvgBright ¼
P
k
LocalAvgBright k½ � � ShotLength k½ �

NT
ð5Þ

where LocalAvgBright[k]is the average brightness of a key frame in the kth shot,
ShotLength[k] is the length of the kth shot, which is denoted in the number of frames, and
NT is the total number of frames within the scene.

3.3 Average edge histogram

It is easily noticeable that in the images with “gloomy” sensation the number of edges are
relatively few, and vice-versa in the images with “joyful” sensation [7]. We extract
dominant edges through Canny edge detector [35] and use the number of edges with respect
to 72 edge directions as a feature.

AvgHEDGE i½ � ¼
P
k
Hk

EDGE i½ � � ShotLength k½ �
NT

; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; :::; 71 ð6Þ

where HEDGE[i] is the ith bin value of 72-dimensional direction edge histogram in the key
frame of the kth shot, Shotlength[k] is the length of the kth shot, which is denoted in the
number of frames, and NT is the total number of frames within the scene.

3.4 Average shot duration

In general, the scenes such as “action” and “excitement” tend to have short shots to increase
tension. On the other hand, “quietness,” “relaxation,” and “happiness” scenes tend to have
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long shots and do not have much change in the shot content. In this paper, we compute shot
durations within the scene and sum them up. Then, by dividing the summation by the total
number of shots, we obtain an average shot duration as a feature.

AvgShotTime ¼
P
k
ShotDuration k½ �

NS
ð7Þ

where ShotDuration[k] is the duration time of the kth shot, which is denoted in seconds
and NS is the total number of shots within the scene.

3.5 Gradual change rate

Often, gradual shot boundaries in videos induce specific emotion. Many “quietness” scenes
contain gradual shot boundaries such as dissolve. Hence, the ratio of the number of gradual
boundaries over the total number of shot boundaries is used.

GradRate ¼ NG

NS
ð8Þ

where NG and NS are the total number of gradual shot boundaries and the total number
of shots within the scene, respectively.

4 Emotion-based video retrieval

4.1 Interactive genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithm (GA) provides a powerful technique for searching large problem spaces.
A GA solves problems by evolving a population of potential solutions to a problem, using
standard genetic operations like crossover and mutation, until an acceptable solution
emerges [13]. In other words, solutions appropriate only to a certain fitness function survive
for every evolving step. However, most of the conventional applications of GA lack of the
capability of utilizing human intuition or emotion appropriately. Consider retrieving the
most favorite videos from human-machine interaction systems. Such systems must be
subjectively evaluated, and it is hard or even impossible to design a fitness function.

Interactive genetic algorithm is a technique that searches possible solution based on
human evaluation. A human can obtain what he has in mind through repeated interactions
with the method, when the fitness function cannot be explicitly defined. It has been applied
to a variety of areas such as graphic art, industrial design, musical composing, voice
processing, virtual reality, information retrieval, education, games, etc [2–4, 7, 17, 27]. An
extensive survey on IGA can be found in [26].When the videos are presented to a user for
emotion-based video scene retrieval, the user has to decide fitness whether each video
agrees with what he or she has in mind or not. Therefore, in this paper, we try to achieve
video scene retrieval by formulating it to the problem of the interactive genetic algorithm.
For that purpose, five features are extracted from a video as in the previous section and
encoded as a chromosome. Then, the retrieval is achieved by evolving the chromosomes of
initially selected videos until satisfactory videos are obtained.

The method does not focus on the extraction of features that capture certain emotion.
Rather, it focuses on performing emotion-based retrieval through human–computer
interaction with IGA technique after extracting possible features from videos. If videos
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should be retrieved for the fixed query emotions, more sophisticated features can be
extracted. Figure 4 shows how a chromosome is encoded from a video.

For scene-based retrieval, videos must be divided into many meaningful scenes, and
those scenes must be indexed into database, or short videos composed of one scene (for
example, commercial videos such as CF) must be indexed into database. In this paper, we
have used the short videos of single scene for experimental convenience.

4.2 Retrieval method

The overall retrieval procedure is based on the following steps.

Step 1. Extract features from videos, represent them as chromosomes, and index them
into the database.

Select a video from a database and input it to the shot boundary detection module.
Detect abrupt shot boundaries (cuts) and gradual shot boundaries (dissolves etc) and take
the first frame of each shot boundary as a key frame of the corresponding shot. Next, input
each key frame to the feature extraction module, extract five features: average color
histogram, average brightness, average edge histogram, average shot duration, and gradual
change rate. Then, index them into the database and search table. Remember that it is
represented as chromosome in Fig. 4. Iterate the above procedure for all database videos
(See the indexing box in the top of Fig. 1).

Step 2. Present initial videos to the user and select videos similar to what a user has in
mind.

The system presents randomly selected 15 videos to the user. Only the 1st frames from
each video are displayed (see the system GUI in Fig. 5). Then a user examines whether his

Fig. 4 Chromosome representation from a video
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or her preference videos exist among them through watching each video sequence by pressing
the play button (Fig. 6a). If a video is similar to what he or she has in mind (we called it target
emotion here), select that video by checking. If not, do not check. Sometimes, since a user can
feel it burdensome to check each video sequence because of fatigue or lack of time, we also
include the function of examining only the key frames of every video (Fig. 6b).

Step 3. Obtain target chromosomes by applying crossover genetic operator to checked
videos.

Suppose that M videos are checked in Step 2. Extract M associated chromosomes of
checked videos from the database. Produce 15 chromosomes by listing M associated
chromosomes plus 15-M chromosomes by selecting randomly some chromosomes more
than once (if M is lower than 15). Finally, obtain 15 target chromosomes by applying a
crossover operator among some of 15 chromosomes as follows: (1) select random pairs
among some of 15 chromosomes; (2) select crossover points randomly in each pair; (3)
swap a part of chromosome on the basis of those points. In our research, one point
crossover of four possible points is used as shown in Fig. 7.

Step 4. Obtain result videos by computing the similarity between each of target
chromosomes and each of chromosomes of database videos.

The 15 new videos where each of their chromosomes is most similar to each of target
chromosomes are obtained based on the similarity function S(Q,D) between the presented
target chromosome Q and the chromosome D of database video. The degree of similarity is
computed by integrating Euclidean distances between Q and D for the five features.

Fig. 5 The system GUI (Graphic User Interface)
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S Q;Dð Þ¼ wRGB � SRGB Q;Dð Þ þ wBRIGHT � SBRIGHT Q;Dð Þ þ wEDGE � SEDGE Q;Dð Þ
þ wSHOTTIME � SSHOTTIME Q;Dð Þ þ wGRADRATE � SGRADRATE Q;Dð Þ

SRGB Q;Dð Þ¼
X31
i¼0

AvgHQ
RGB i½ � � AvgHD

RGB i½ �
� �1=2

SBRIGHT Q;Dð Þ¼ AvgBrightQ � AvgBrightD
� �

SEDGE Q;Dð Þ¼
X71
i¼0

AvgHQ
EDGE i½ � � AvgHD

EDGE i½ �
� �1=2

SSHOTTIME Q;Dð Þ¼ AvgShotTimeQ � AvgShotTimeD
� �1=2

SGRADRATE Q;Dð Þ¼ GradRateQ � GradrateD
� �1=2

ð9Þ

where SRGB(Q,D), SBRIGHT(Q,D), SEDGE(Q,D), SSHOTTIME(Q,D), and SGRADRATE(Q,D)
are the similarities of average color histogram, average brightness, average edge histogram,
average shot duration, and gradual shot ratios between the target chromosome Q and the
chromosome D of database video, respectively. wRGB, wBRIGHT, wEDGE, wSHOTTIME, and
wGRADRATE are weights of relative importance among SRGB(Q,D), SBRIGHT(Q,D), SEDGE
(Q,D), SSHOTTIME(Q,D), and SGRADRATE(Q,D), respectively, and are subject to wRGBþ
wBRIGHT þ wEDGE þ wSHOTTIME þ wGRADRATE ¼ 1.

The lower value S(Q,D) has, the higher similarity between Q and D is. In our research,
wRGB=0.2, wBRIGHT=0.2, wEDGE=0.1, wSHOTTIME=0.25, and wGRADRATE=0.25 are
empirically chosen as default weights.

Fig. 6 Interface for examining a video: a the way of seeing the whole frame sequence (by pressing the ▶
button under key frame image) b the way of seeing only key frames (by pressing under key frame image)

Fig. 7 Crossover application: a possible crossover points b example of one crossover point
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Fig. 8 Example key frames with the presence of six emotions: a action b excitement c suspense d quietness
e relaxation f happiness
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Step 5. Iterate step 2- step 4 until ending conditions are met.

By iterating step 2 through step 4 until at least one of the ending conditions is satisfied,
we can obtain the user preference videos. Ending conditions are that (1) the user is satisfied
with the current results, or (2) there is no significant change even after many iterations, or
(3) the user does not want to search the videos because of time or fatigue.

5 Experiments

To evaluate the proposed video retrieval method, several experiments were performed on a
Pentium PC. The computer programs have been implemented in Visual C++. The
experimental videos consist of 300 TV commercials (total 2.5 GB). They have a single
scene for a very short running time (less than 1 min). We chose crossover rate as 0.54 to
take eight chromosomes from 15 chromosomes for crossover candidates.

The system presents an initial population that consists of 15 videos selected randomly as
shown in Fig. 5. A user watches each video by playing it or examining key frames, and
then selects all videos similar to what he or she has in mind. Based on the selected videos,

Fig. 8 (continued)
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15 chromosomes are produced. Then, among 15 chromosomes, take eight chromosomes
randomly for crossover candidates and also, take a crossover point randomly. Then, list 15
target chromosomes by taking eight crossovered chromosomes plus seven non-crossovered
chromosomes. Next, the system presents 15 database videos that are similar to the 15 target
chromosomes through the similarity function (9). This procedure is repeated until at least
one of the ending conditions is met. In case that the results of the next iteration are not
satisfactory, the system allows the user to increase or decrease the weights of each feature.

For what he/she has in mind, six emotions of “action,” “excitement,” “suspense,”
“quietness,” “relaxation,” and “happiness”were used for experiments. These are also used for
commercial video retrieval in [8]. However, the proposed method is not limited to the six
emotions above, and it can be easily extended to other emotions. According to [8], the
“action” scene has the presence of red and purple, short sequences joined by cuts, and a
high degree of motion. “Excitement” scene has short sequences joined through cuts.
“Suspense” scene that is associated with “action” has both long and short sequences joined
through frequent cuts. “Quietness” scene has the presence of blue, orange, green, and white
colors, and long sequences joined through dissolves. “Relaxation” scene does not have
relevant motion components. “Happiness” scene shares “happiness” features and has relevant
motion components. These characteristics can be represented as chromosomes with five
features proposed in this paper. We have asked ten subjects to categorize 300 videos into the
six emotions above. Resultant categories are 36 videos for “action,” 56 videos for

Fig. 9 The intra-class similarity and the inter-class similarity for videos in terms of six emotion categories:
a action b excitement c suspense d quietness e relaxation and f happiness
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“excitement,” 22 videos for “suspense,” 72 videos for “quietness,” 71 videos for “relaxation,”
and 82 videos for “happiness.” Since emotion is subject to individuals greatly, all the 300
videos used in the experiments are what all participants agree with for each of emotions. The
example key frames of each category are listed in Fig. 8.

To evaluate the proposed method, we have examined two things in the experiments. Fist,
we examine whether or not the five features (average color histogram, average brightness,
average edge histogram, average shot duration, and gradual change rate) are appropriate for
the genetic representation. Second, we perform the retrieval process up to maximum ten
iterations and check the user’s satisfaction (effectiveness) on the resulting videos.

Fig. 10 User’s satisfaction (system effectiveness) according to six emotions: a action b excitement
c suspense d quietness e relaxation and f happiness
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5.1 Usefulness of features

Among the six categories, we compute the intra-class similarity and the inter-class
similarity using (9). For experimental convenience, we have randomly selected 30% of the
videos from each category (12 for “action,” 17 for “excitement,” 7 for “suspense,” 22 for
“quietness,” 21 for “relaxation,” and 25 for “happiness”). The two similarities give the
ground truth of whether videos in the same category are closer than those in the other category
over feature space. The intra-class similarity and the inter-class similarity according to the
emotions are depicted with box plots in Fig. 9. The box covers 50% of similarity data. Three
horizontal lines within the box describe the lower (25%), median (50%), and upper (75%)
quartiles in the order from bottom to top. Two horizontal lines outside of the box describe
the maximum value and the minimum value. The lower the values are, the closer the videos
are over the feature space (That is, videos are more similar to one another). For example, in
Fig. 9a, when 12 videos within the cluster “action” are presented as queries, the values of
intra-class (i.e. “action–action”) are lower than the values of inter-class such as “action–
quietness.” It means that videos of intra-class are more similar to one another than those of
inter-class “action–quietness.” Also, for other cases such as “action–excitement,” “action–
relaxation,” and “action–happiness,” the values of “action–action” are lower as the whole.
However, in the case of “action–suspense,” it is hard to judge because “action–action” is
lower for a maximum value and a 75% quartile but higher for a median and a 25% quartile.
In Fig. 9b, the values of intra-class (“excitement–excitement) are lower than the values of
inter-class such as “excitement–quietness,” “excitement–relaxation,” and “excitement–
happiness.” However, it is hard to judge for “excitement–action” and “excitement–
suspense.” Also, in Fig. 9c, the values of intra-class “suspense–suspense” are lower than the
values of inter-class. It is, however, hard to judge for emotions such as “quietness” and
“relaxation” categories as in Fig. 9d–e. In Fig. 9f, the values of intra-class “happiness–
happiness” are lower than the values of inter-class. Consequently, except for “quietness”
and “relaxation,” most of the intra-class videos are more similar than inter-class videos as a
whole. It indicates the five features are appropriate for emotion-based retrieval.

5.2 System effectiveness

After conducting up to ten feedback iterations, the user’s satisfaction on retrieved videos
has been examined. Ten graduate students, who have been trained about how the system
works and what the six features mean, participate in the experiment. For each emotion, the
user’s satisfaction (we call it the system effectiveness in this paper) is computed using (10).
Final results were obtained by averaging ten results from the ten graduates.

Effectiveness ¼ NCORRECT

NTOTAL
ð10Þ

where NTOTAL is the number of displayed videos (i.e. 15) and NCORRECT is the number
of videos that the user satisfies among 15 videos.

Table 2 Average effectiveness after ten feedbacks

Action Excitement Suspense Quietness Relaxation Happiness

Effectiveness 0.77 0.71 0.49 0.77 0.61 0.85
Average 0.7
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For the six emotions, the system effectiveness up to the tenth feedback (it is called as the
tenth generation in genetic algorithm) is depicted as the best, worst, and average cases as shown
in Fig. 10. As we expect, it increases according to the feedback. In the tenth generation, it
shows about 0.7 on the average. This means that, among the 15 retrieved videos after the
tenth feedback, the user has found it among ten videos that he or she has in mind. Except for
“suspense” and “relaxation,” the effectiveness is more than 0.7. “Happiness” shows the best
result 0.85. “Suspense” shows the worst result 0.49 (see Table 2).

For “action,” the effectiveness after ten feedbacks shows the maximum of 0.87, the
minimum of 0.53, and average of 0.77. Since “action” videos consist of many cuts for a
short time, time information such as average shot duration is very important. For
“excitement,” the effectiveness after ten feedbacks shows the maximum of 0.87, the
minimum of 0.2, and average of 0.71. The low satisfaction of 0.2 is attributed to the fact
that some videos have long shot duration and contain dissolve transitions, which are not
common in “excitement” videos. For “suspense,” the effectiveness after ten feedbacks
shows the maximum of 0.67, the minimum of 0.33, and average of 0.49. This is the lowest
among the results of the six emotions. For “quietness,” the effectiveness after ten feedbacks
shows the maximum of 0.93, the minimum of 0.53, and average of 0.77. Since “quietness”
videos consist of many cuts and dissolve for a long time, time information such as the
average shot duration and the gradual change rate are important. For “relaxation,” the
effectiveness after ten feedbacks shows the maximum of 1.0, the minimum of 0.33, and
average of 0.61. Since “relaxation” videos consist of many cuts and dissolve for a long
time, time information such as average shot duration is important. For “happiness,” the
effectiveness after ten feedbacks shows the maximum of 1.0, the minimum of 0.6, and
average of 0.85. This is the highest among the results of the six emotions. Among 300
videos, 82 videos are related to “happiness” and most of them have white, green, and blue
colors and long average-shot duration.

As you can see in Fig. 10, it is interesting to note that some cases have room for
improvement after more than ten feedbacks. Thus, the user can perform more feedbacks to
obtain better results (if time is allowed and if the user does not feel fatigued).

Commercials used in these experiments have numerous content variations because they
have to deliver many pieces of information in a short time. On the other hand, videos such
as news, drama, and movie do not. This observation has led us to believe that our method
will yield better effectiveness for the scene retrieval of general videos (for example, scenes
of an anchor person in the news video, conversation scenes, and so on). Also, in the GUI,
we give two levels for user’s satisfaction on each video by just checking a box. The
checked video is considered to be the one that the user has in mind whereas non-checked
video is not. In [7], a slider bar is provided to give a variety of levels for the user’s degree
of satisfaction. This method will have a chance that in the next generation, more videos that
the user is satisfied with are retrieved since more satisfactory videos are likely to be chosen
for crossover. However, in this paper, we did not use that approach because the use of slider
bar can cause greater fatigue for the user than the use of a check box.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a new emotion-based video scene retrieval method has been presented. The videos
that a user has in mind can be retrieved by mapping his/her emotion space onto physical feature
space through interactive genetic algorithm. Experiments on 300 commercial videos have
yielded an average of 70% satisfaction for six selected emotions (“action,” “excitement,”
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“suspense,” “quietness,” “relaxation,” and “happiness”) after ten generations. In addition, it has
provided a room for better results if the user tries to perform more than ten generations.

However, although the performance of the proposed method could be a solution for
emotional video retrieval application, it has some limitations to overcome. One of them is
that the five features (average color histogram, average brightness, average edge histogram,
average shot duration, and gradual change rate) do not describe emotions induced from
moving objects in the video. Hence, it would be necessary to add related features to the
chromosomes by using a motion vector or optical flow technique. Also, one of the major
problems of IGA is that it cannot evolve over many generations because of the user’s
fatigue. To deal with the problem we presented a quick overview of key frames as well as
playing whole videos. However, evolving over many generations cannot eliminate the
user’s fatigue completely. Interface that reduces the burden of the user and fast convergence
methodology of IGA remains to be the main subject for further research. To convince more
the usefulness of the method, subjects more than ten and subjects naïve to the five features
should be participated in the experiments. Currently, asian commercials were used for
experiments. The use of well-known popular movies in the world would also show the
performance of the method in a more reliable manner.
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